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She also continues to review books for SLJ, LJ, and Booklist, and sometimes
writes magazine articles related to reading and librarianship. In her free time,
she mostly enjoys “doing whatever my children are into that day” but also
works on learning the Irish language and hopes someday to become a literary
translator.
Etta’s library leadership principles are a combination of the golden rule (“do
unto others…”) and the laws of librarianship developed by one of the founders
of our profession, S. R. Ranganathan. In Etta’s words, “He said it all!”
1.

Books are for use.

2.

Every reader his or her book.

3.

Every book its reader.

4.

Save the time of the reader.

5.

The library is a growing organism.

Etta states that she “hopes that readers of this book will remember his generous interpretations when choosing which materials to review and how to
review them, and most of all, advance literacy while having fun and growing
professionally.”
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Introduction
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As a librarian, you’re aware of the reviews written for your profession—in
Booklist, Library Journal, School Library Journal, Choice, and so on. How do
they get there? Who writes these reviews, and can you become a part of that
group? Why would it be a good thing to do? And how do you write a review?
When I was the head of a reviews department for a large publication, I was
often asked these questions. The short answer is that the reviews in Library
Journal, School Library Journal, and Choice are largely written by librarians,
as are some of those in magazines that are not strictly for librarians, such
as Publishers Weekly. Each magazine has its own submission guidelines and
its own mechanism by which someone can become a reviewer. Looking on
the magazine’s websites for guidance is easy enough, but the librarians I met
at conferences and events over the years expressed that they needed more
detailed writing advice—and many needed encouragement that writing could
be for them.
This book aims, first, to offer that encouragement—to show you that you
can and should become a leader in our field, and that one way of doing that is
by writing for your professional peers and for patrons. Early chapters discuss
what library leadership is and why the profession needs more leaders, why you
should consider a leadership role, and how to get over imposter syndrome, all
with a view to making readers aware of the barriers librarians encounter, some
that we set up for ourselves, and how to overcome those obstacles. The book
then considers leadership through reviewing, by examining the continued
importance of professional reviews to librarians and how writing them can
make you a leader among your peers and to your patrons. Reviews Are In also
offers chapters describing how to become a reviewer and market your writing, and how to review print and e-books, audiobooks, and other multimedia.
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As the audiences have very different needs, Reviews Are In dedicates individual chapters to the critique of fiction and nonfiction materials for children,
for young adults and new adults, and for adults. Appraisal of the artwork in
books is also described, and closing appendices list vocabulary for writing
about illustrations and examples of adjectives that can enliven your writing.
You will come away from this book with a solid sense of yourself as a worthy contributor in your field. You will learn how to build a portfolio as a librarian writer, which can lead to other writing opportunities within and outside
the profession, not to mention strengthen your résumé and make you better
at your day job. Sprinkled throughout the book are interviews with librarian and other writers, and others in the publishing field—all the professionals
who make up the reviewing ecosystem and make the library market a thriving
place for which to write.
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